On November 4, 2008, the Mid-Atlantic Association of GCS and the Greater Washington Association of GCS joined together for a rare opportunity to play the esteemed Robert Trent Jones GC. There were more than 100 in attendance for this event. Not only was it a day of incredible golf, the food was wonderful, and the day was finished up with Dr. Askew of Virginia Tech speaking on “New Weed Management Options for the Golf Course”.

Thanks to Glenn Smickly, CGCS, Scott Furlong, CGCS, assistants Scott Cornwell, David McGregor and Scott Thomas and the entire staff for hosting this event.

Thanks to Jeff Van Fleet for coordinating the education for this day. Also, thanks to the board and membership of Greater Washington for helping make this day a huge success.

Below are the results of golf for that day.

**Individual**

1st (76) Corey Haney  
2nd (78) Scott Cornwell  
3rd (79) David Norman

**Team**

1st 142
Joe Herkalo  
David Norman  
Jeff Berg  
Jimmy Ridgers

2nd 149
Scott Wunder  
Jim Christy  
Jim McHenry  
Ray Nash

3rd 150
Phil Desbrow  
Jeff Van Fleet  
Mike Brennan

Closest to the Pin #1 Jason Wirtz, #2 Dave Horton, #4 Mike Esh and #5 Garrett Nevill. Long Drive Scott Wunder and Dave Horton.

Mike Hutchison with Sports Aggregates presented Glenn Smickley, CGCS, and MAAGCS matching checks for the hole-in-one Glenn made at the Met Qualifier.

This event would not have been possible without our sponsors: Davisson Golf, Egypt Farms, Genesis Turfgrass, Harrell’s Turf, Sports Aggregates, Turf Equipment and Supply